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B FORM

WWhat do you notice about

the pictures below? Each picture consists of two like 

subjects separated by an unlike subject. If we call the like

subjects A and the unlike subjects B, then each group 

can be labeled ABA. Like and unlike sections of music can

also be identified by letters. The resulting series of letters 

represents the form of the piece. One of the most common

musical forms is ABA.
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Many songs repeat the first
A section, making the form
actually AABA. The princi-
ple of the form is still the
same, however—two like
sections separated by an
unlike section.

Here is a song in ABA
form.The sections are
clearly labeled. After you
have sung the song, try to
think of other songs that
are in ABA form.
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Y LORD 
WHAT A MORNIN’

African-American Spiritual       Arranged by Alan Seale

13

9

3 ABA Listening: Khachutar ian :  Sabre  Dance

STINATO PATTERNS

Ostinato Patterns76

I n “Austin Auto Ostinatos”

you will hear four ostinatos recited over a jazzy bass part.

Study the ostinatos in the score below. What brings unity

to this composition? What brings variety?

Listen to the recording to
hear how the density of 
the music changes as each
ostinato is added. It
becomes thicker. After 
performing the chanted

ostinatos with the recorded
accompaniment, experi-
ment to find out what 
happens to the sound when
parts are deleted.

USTIN AUTO
OSTINATOS
Words and Music by Lawrence Eisman

5
Mangione uses the ostinato
in a number of ways. It
doesn’t always stay the
same. Sometimes he varies
it. As you listen and follow
the Call Chart, decide how

Mangione brings unity and
variety to his music. Listen
for the repetition and varia-
tion of the ostinato and the
contrast of new material.
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5

JAZZ OSTINATO
Do you know what a riff is?
In jazz, an ostinato is often
called a riff. Sometimes jazz
musicians will have several
riffs going together, as in
“Austin Auto Ostinatos.”

In Bellavia (Beautiful Way),
a composition inspired by
the qualities of his mother,
jazz musician Chuck
Mangione unifies his music
through the repetition of
this ostinato:

CALL CHART

L I S T E N I N G  S K I L L S

Bellavia (excerpt).................Mangione

1 Ostinato
2 Ostinato, flute melody
3 Interlude, ostinato is simplified
4 Ostinato harmonized by violins, louder
5 Ostinato is more complex; B melody; 

thicker texture,louder
6 Same as 2
7 Same as 3
8 Ostinato

THINK TANK
What are the 

following?

Ostinato

Riffs

Melody

Composition

Variety

ORM The Organization of 
the Elements of Music

The way a composer 

organizes melody, harmony, rhythm, tone color, and 

texture in a musical composition determines its shape 

or form.

A composer gives shape to a composition through 

Repetition of a musical idea and through Contrast by 

introducing a new or different idea.

This basic concept of form is called Unity and Variety.

The repetition of an idea creates a pattern and results 

in Unity.

The introduction of a new, contrasting idea results in 

Variety. A composer needs to know just how much 

repetition and contrast to use in order to come up with 

the right balance for an interesting musical composition.

A composer can also vary a basic idea or he or she can

develop it.

Form:  The Organization of the Elements of Music

FORM
A MUSICAL

COMPOSITION

HARMONY

chords

patterns

key, tonality

TONE COLOR

brass

woodwinds

strings

percussiona

RHYTHM

beat

accent

meter

patterns

TEXTURE

monophonic

polyphonic

chordal

density

MELODY

scale

direction

contour

cadence

patterns
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Developement
A short musical idea that
repeats over and over is
called an ostinato (ah stee
NAH toh). This idea can be
either melodic or rhythmic.
Ostinato is an Italian word
that means “obstinate” or
stubborn. An ostinato is a 

”stubborn” pattern because
it goes on and on, refusing
to let up.
Repetition and variation
can be found in “Rosie.”
Listen to “Rosie” and dis-
cover which two of the four
parts—voices, saxophone, 

bass, or sandblocks—use
exact repetition through-
out, and which two use
variation. How is contrast
achieved?

OSIE

Form:  The Organization of the Elements of Music

Words and Music by Lawrence Eisman
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P A R T

BY ANY MEANS

64

Whether it be on land, in the air, on the sea, 
or somewhere else, the ways people use to get
where they want to go are almost limitless.
So read about the power of the human mindand body, and
about some inventions that have made the going easy and fun. 
There are also inventions that are not yet part of today’s world, 
but may be part of the world of the future!
Don’t stop now. You’ve got some traveling to do!

People are

always on the go,

moving in every

direction. 

65

It was not _________ 1978 that three American balloonists—Ben Abruzzo,
Maxie Anderson, and Larry Newman—made the first crossing

of the Atlantic Ocean in a balloon. They _________
3,233 miles from Maine to France in 137 hours 6

minutes. In 1981, Abruzzo, Newman, Rocky
Aoki, and Ron Clark crossed the Pacific

from Japan to California—5,209 miles
in 84 _________ 31 minutes. Of

course, by then a jet would get you
across the ocean much _________ , but

without the thrills.
Balloons have _________ always

been used for pleasure or sport. They
were first _________ in warfare by
France in 1794. The French used 
balloons as observation platforms 
to learn the location of enemy troops
and to direct the movement of French
_________ . During the U.S. Civil 

War (1861-1865) an American 
balloonist named Thaddeus Lowe 

organized and directed a balloon corps 
in the Union Army.

until

traveled

hours

faster

not

used

troops

You don’t blow up this kind of balloon like a toy
_________. You fill it _________ gas (hydrogen, helium, or
natural gas) or hot air. Why? So that it rises and floats in
the air. The balloon rises because the gas or heated
________ inside the bag is lighter and less dense than
the surrounding air. Now that the bag is filled, the joy
of ballooning begins!

How do you travel in a balloon?  The balloon
_________ a basket attached beneath the bag to carry
a pilot and passengers. The _________ is usually
made of woven wicker—a strong, lightweight materi-
al—or sometimes aluminum. The pilot really can’t
steer a balloon. A free-floating balloon travels in
whatever direction the wind _________. However, the
________ can control the vertical, or up and down,
movement of a balloon. Thus the pilot can control the
course of a balloon flight to some degree _________
making the balloon rise or descend to find a wind blowing
in the desired direction.

Did you know that balloons have been carrying people in
the air much _________ than planes have? The first hot-air bal-
loon was sent up at a public gathering in France in 1783 by two
brothers _________ Montgolfier. Three months later the brothers
launched a balloon that _________ a duck, a rooster, and a sheep. The
flight lasted about eight minutes, and the _________ landed safely. Soon
after that the first person, also a _________ , made a balloon ascent. In 1785
a French balloonist and an American doctor made a balloon flight from
England _________ France across the English Channel.

UP, UP, AND AWAY!
People use toy 

balloons for parties

and parades.

However, big 

balloons—hot-air 

or gas-filled 

balloons—provide 

a whole other 

kind of excitement

and fun. Climb

aboard to find out

about them! 

Frenchman wind traveled not into
balloon faster sport morning basket
longer hours still troops by
with used drift air blows
pilot named until licenses has
watching carried animals to places

W O R D  L I S T
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Throughout the 1930s and into the 1940s, Berg made many spy missions
to Nazi-occupied Europe on behalf __________ the OSS (Office of Strategic
Services), the forerunner of the CIA (Central Intelligence Agency). He 
gathered information on Germany’s nuclear weapons research and their plans
for an atomic __________ . He was also sent on __________ involving possible
assassinations. On these trips he sometimes posed as a businessman from
Switzerland. On a particularly dangerous assignment in Germany, Berg
__________ as a German-speaking nuclear scientist. His language ability and
his vast knowledge allowed __________ to be anything he wanted to.

Berg finally quit baseball in 1942. He became a goodwill ambassador to
Mexico and South America, and he also continued to do __________ work 
into the 1950s and 1960s. Most of this work was classified as Top Secret 
until as recently as 1991 when the files were finally __________ . Some of
Berg’s work will never be known, however, because some secrets were
buried __________ him when he died in 1972.

Moe Berg was certainly a unique man. For all of his intellectual 
talents and exciting work as a spy, it seems that __________ still preferred
baseball. “I’d rather be a ballplayer than a justice on the U.S. Supreme
__________ ,” he once said. And he meant it.

MOE
BERG
SCHOLAR, LAWYER, 

ATHLETE, 

BUSINESSMAN

AND... SPY

of

bomb missions

posed
him

spy

opened

with

he

Court
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Which form of nonfiction is this—an article, an
autobiography, or a biography? 
biography

How do you know?  It is the story of someone’s
life told by another person.

Moe Berg did many things in his life. List four
of them. Use the time clues in the selection to
put them in the correct order.

Answers will vary.

Moe Berg may be the only baseball
player/spy, but there are many
famous ball players and a few 
famous spies, such as Mata Hari,
Nathan Hale, John Andre, and 
Belle Boyd. Choose a baseball 
player or a spy to do research on,
and then write a short biography 
of that person. 

MORE TO EXPLORE

THINK ABOUT IT

1.

2.

3.

4.
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He _________ twelve languages and loved opera. He practiced law
and directed two corporations. He authored scholarly works and _________
article about baseball pitchers and catchers. He played baseball with Babe
Ruth _________ Lou Gehrig. And for much of _________ life—during the
1930s, World War II, and the Cold War—he was a  spy for the U.S. Government!
Who was this _________ of many faces? His _________ was Moe Berg.

Morris (Moe) Berg was born in 1902 in New York City. His early years
_________ not out of the ordinary. Neither were his _________ at Princeton
University, although he was an exceptional student who graduated with 
honors. It was after his __________ from Princeton in 1923 that his life began 
to take some interesting twists.

During the summer of 1923, Berg signed to _________ baseball as a 
shortstop for the Brooklyn Dodgers. He needed money for a trip to Europe
that fall to study languages and other scholarly subjects _________ the
Sorbonne in Paris. Over the next three years, Berg played _________ in 
the summers for some minor-league teams and studied during the 
winters—first at the Sorbonne and then, in 1926, at Columbia Law 
School. At this time he also returned to a major-league
_________ —the Chicago White Sox.

Most people have

one career, or

maybe two,

throughout their

lives. Moe Berg

had an astounding

five careers. One

of them, however,

was secret.

he baseball man

players spoke by pictures

Court and play any
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name graduation about bomb

spy an with were

languages years him at

posed team for missions

on studies his
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Berg graduated from Columbia Law in 1927 and, from then __________ ,
began his many careers. He became a lawyer and businessman. He continued
his scholarly __________ . He also became a catcher in 1927 and later a coach.
In addition to playing for the White Sox, he played __________ the Washington
Senators, and, for the longest time, for the Boston Red Sox.

Although not among the top hitters, Berg knew a lot about baseball. In
fact, he knew a lot __________ so many subjects that he delighted his 
teammates with stories of all kinds. He never intimidated his __________ with
his brilliance, and good-naturedly accepted the dugout joke that “He can speak 
12 languages but can’t hit in __________ of them.”

In 1933, the American All-Star baseball team was invited to Japan. Babe
Ruth and Lou Gehrig, two of the best and most famous baseball __________ ,
were on it. So was Moe Berg, although he had been invited more for his ability
to speak different __________ . After a welcome speech was given __________
a representative of the Japanese government, Berg delivered the reply in
Japanese. What most people didn’t know about that trip was __________ Berg
also had begun working for the U.S. Government as a spy. He had his trusty
camera to take not only sightseeing __________ but also to document secret
scientific work being done by the Japanese.
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FOURLEGS

W O R D  L I S T

A sea creature

that’s even older

than the Texas

pterosaur and the

dinosaurs is the

coelacanth 

(SEE-luh-kanth).

This is a whole 

other kind of 

fish story! 

OLD

it them      another      years    been      and
had        was      fins        hold     they      of 
seen        fish       pictures        from     in        weighs
the        is      coelacanth    on       who       studying

10 F A N T A S T I C  F A C T S

The date: December 22, 1938. The place: off the southeast coast of
South Africa. The crew on the fishing boat Nerine is pulling in its day’s haul.
One and half tons of ___________— a typical catch for the season. But wait!
What’s that flapping around ___________ the net?   It’s about five feet long,
___________ about 125 pounds, and is blue. What’s more, it has two tails
___________ four fins! Two of the fins are on its back. Most fish, except for
sharks, have only one dorsal fin. Is it really a fish? 

None of the crew had ever ___________ a fish like it. Perhaps nobody in
the world ___________ ever seen one.  As far as anyone knew, that fish, the
coelacanth, disappeared ___________ our planet 70 million years ago. Or did it?

The discovery of a living coelacanth created a great deal of excitement.
Humans have been ___________ earth for about 50 thousand years. But the
coelacanth has a history that goes back 300 million ___________. It has seen
pterosaurs and dinosaurs come and go!

Most surprising of all, fossils show that the coelacanth hasn’t changed in
all these millions ___________ years. Its jaws are still huge. Its teeth are 
powerful. Its scales are tough. It swims, crawls, and seems to walk on its club-
by paired fins that look almost like legs. Some scientists have affectionately
named the  ___________ “Old Fourlegs.”

This 1938 discovery of a living fossil had some unfortunate moments. It
was barely alive when Marjorie-Latimer, the curator of a small museum in Cape
Province, South Africa, was able to see it. She was the person ___________
realized that the fish might be a coelacanth. She made notes and drew
___________. Then she wrote to a noted scientist and friend, J.B. Smith. Timing
complications prevented him from coming to see the fish before ___________
died. Its size and other complications kept Courtney-Latimer from preserving
in the usual way—everything in formaldehyde. The insides of the 
fish were thrown out, and it ___________ stuffed and 
placed in the museum. The discovery, however, was 
made known to the world.

If there was one coelacanth, was there ___________?
Or was the 1938 catch a pure fluke? A search began.

fish

weighs
in

and

seen
had

from

on
years

of
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pictures
it

was

another

coelacanth

Think About It

More to Explore

Finally, in 1952, more coelacanths
were found off the Comoro Islands, not far
from Africa. It seemed that this was the
area where ___________ had made their
home all these years.

Although locating the coelacanth’s
home was new to the scientific community,
it was not new to the Comoro Islanders.
They had ___________ catching a few
every year. To ___________ , Old 
Fourlegs was just another fish—
something else to eat!

What ___________ so special
about coelacanths?  Why are scientists
so eager to study these creatures? By
___________ them, scientists hope to
unlock the secrets of early life. All 
land animals began life in the earth’s se
as and swamps. Old Fourlegs might have
belonged to the group of water creatures
that developed into ___________ earliest
land animals.

As far as anyone knows, Old Fourlegs
seems to ___________ a world record. 
It’s perhaps the oldest kind of living 
thing on Earth—the most 
“senior citizen” of us all!

You might want to tell your friends about thecoelacanth. A good way to remember the information from the article is to summarize it.Think about the three or four main points of thearticle. What is a coelacanth? When and wherewas a living one discovered? Why is it importantto scientists? Write your summary in a few sentences on the lines below._______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Do some research to find out more about the
coelacanth. If a local library has issues of mag-
azines dating back several years, try to locate
articles written about it. Or you might research
another unusual fish. Some live so deep down
in the water that they are blind. With some
classmates, create an album of unusual fish.
Write some captions for your pictures

been
them

studying

hold

the

is

Summaries will vary, but should includeanswers to the three questions asked.
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they

Baked potatoes, boiled potatoes, mashed potatoes, hash brown 
potatoes, French fried _________, potato chips, potato knishes, potato
dumplings, potato pancakes, potato pie, . . . How many ways
_________ you eaten potatoes? More than likely, you have 
consumed potatoes in _________ least four different forms.
No doubt you enjoyed all of _________!

Because your main interest in the potato is as a
food, you may not _________ aware that the potato
has other uses as well. It is also fed _________ 
livestock. Starch and alcohol are _________ from
potatoes, and from these products many useful
chemicals are created.

So how did we get this wonderful vegetable?
The Incas of the high Andes Mountains in Peru
were raising almost 250 different _________  of
potatoes at the time the Spanish conquered them
in ?. Records mention _________ potatoes and 
little ones—some as small as a Ping-Pong ball.
There was also mention _________ various 
colored potatoes—white, pink, purple, black, 
spotted, and streaked!

The Incas preserved their potatoes in many ways 
so that _________ would always have a food supply. One
way took five days to complete. They first left the potatoes out
overnight to freeze. The next _________, when the potatoes thawed
out, the Incan farmers began trampling them with their feet to squeeze
_________ the water. They repeated this activity for five days, until the 
potatoes were very dehydrated. In this condition, the potatoes would keep for
years! The Inca name for this preparation was chuno (choon-yo).

The Spaniards were so fascinated by the potato that they brought it
_________ South America to Europe. At first, people were afraid of potatoes
and thought they caused disease. So for a long _________, the potato was
only grown as a curiosity. It wasn’t until the mid-1700s that Europeans
_________ to look at the potato seriously and plant it as a food crop.

AND

NOW FEATURING,
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The potato is a very 

old plant. It is also 

one of the most 

important food

plants in the world.

Yet parts of it are

poisonous!

“THE POTATO”
The part of the potato we _________ is called the tuber. Although the tuber

looks like a swollen root, it is not a _________ at all. It is a special type of stem that
grows underground. The plant stores food in the stem in the form of starch.

The tuber also has “eyes” on its skin. The eyes are sprouts that are just starting
to form. They are actually leaf-buds that will sprout into leafy stems and _________
new potato plants. In fact, the main way of _________ potatoes
is to set pieces of potato, each with an eye, in the ground.

The potato is a healthy _________ for people. However, if green spots appear
on a potato, it should not be eaten. Potato sprouts _________ not be

eaten either. Both are poisonous! Once they are cut out of a
potato (and thrown away), the potato is fine to

_________ and eat. So, don’t waste a minute.
Go and enjoy some potatoes made

_________ your favorite way!

Think About It
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More to Explore

There are some wonderfulpotato recipes. Look in cook-books to find one that interestsyou. Or you may wish to cre-ate your own unique recipe!Make a recipe card for it.Combine your card with yourclassmates’ cards to make aPotato Cookbook. If possible,try one or more of the recipesat home.

An author’s purpose and viewpoint, or attitude toward the subject she or he is 

writing about, is usually conveyed in the way the information is presented and

through specific choices of words.

What do you think are the author’s purpose and viewpoint about potatoes? 

Does the author like them? Hate them? Think they’re wonderful? Give reasons to 

support your answer.

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
Sample answer: The author wants people to know facts about it and its history. 

The author seems to like potatoes a lot. She calls the potato “ a wonderful 

vegetable” and tells readers “not to waste a minute, but to go out and enjoy 

potatoes in their favorite way.”
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